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Agenda

Context

Who are we?

The origin story

Where is the SAF in Canada

Where to next?
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Biojet in Canada – ready for departure?
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Sought-after 
sustainable feedstock

and 
renewable power

Aviation needs an economically viable SAF market
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No SAF policy
and

Competing incentives

Fragmented and niche SAF 
initiatives

We need a critical mass of stakeholders to work together to 

create a SAF market in Canada



Mission

To facilitate the production
and use of sustainable 
aviation fuels (SAF) that 
are affordable, low-carbon
and made-in-Canada.

To accelerate the commercial production and deployment of 
SAF in Canada by 

 catalyzing the ecosystem to develop and enable the value 
chains,

 designing and advocating for policies based on our strategy 
and roadmaps to stimulate production of SAF in Canada

 acting as neutral and balanced technical expert for SAF

 providing the “go-to-place” for SAF deployment in Canada.
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Vision

Working together to build a new energy system to deploy SAF and transition to a 
competitive low-carbon aviation sector in Canada that the future requires of us. 



Airline 
consortium 

offers to 
sponsor C-SAF

Expertise 
became 
available

GARDN 
ceased 

operations

The origin of C-SAF
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Springboard from previous work 
of developing a SAF network 
across Canada

A unique perspective from 
overseeing and combining
airline sustainability and fuel 
procurement 

Airlines working together to 
build solutions for aviation 
fuel supply and logistics 
challenges in Canada



Using the power of the consortium to catalyze the SAF ecosystem
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Vancouver Calgary

Winnipeg

Edmonton

Hamilton
Toronto

Ottawa
Montréal

Halifax et 
Maritimes

St-John’s

Marine Terminal Montreal - 2024Marine Terminal Vancouver -
2023

In 2019, 6 billion Litres of aviation fuel were delivered into ten fuel 
consortium facilities

Rail Terminal Toronto 

Airline Fuel Consortia own, finance and operate fuelling infrastructure at 
major Canadian Airports

+70 airline members
• Domestic
• International
• Charters
• Cargo
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The SAF Ecosystem

+ 70 airlines members

Fuel Consortia

Fuel refiners

Government

Technology providers

Feedstock producers

Airports

Aerospace manufacturers

Academia

Financial sector

 Airlines and fuel consortia represent key 
elements of SAF value chain

 The value chain is expanded compared to the 
old fuel purchasing model

 Stakeholders need to be aware of barriers and 
opportunities across value chain to enhance 
collaboration and accelerate of SAF use
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C-SAF will convene the SAF ecosystem



SAF in Canada is messy and fragmented
C-SAF will develop a strategy and roadmap
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Renewable diesel announcements – no SAF

Sky’s the limit SAF finalists

H2 Hydrogen strategies

H2

H2

H2

Forestry biomass/Cellulosic

Agriculture biomass/Oleochemical

SAF Potentials?

Abundant renewables

Renewable Energy Sources

Academia

SAF initiatives
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Net Zero 

goals

For illustration - not exhaustive

Refining



Adapting the policy regime to make SAF competitive
C-SAF will design policies and programs
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Canada.ca

Low carbon fuel policies could support SAF

Carbon price $50 (2022) to $170 (2030)

• Ground fuels focused
• Domestic vs International
• Supplier vs Airline as regulated party
• Pull of US and EU SAF policies

• Aviation emissions partially captured
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Government’s role is needed!
C-SAF will bring industry and government together

 Adapt existing regulatory regimes to make SAF economically viable in the long term

 Government recognizes need to work with industry 

 SAF is critical for the Canadian aviation sector to be competitive and fit for the future

 Ensure competitiveness with other jurisdictions who are providing investment opportunities for SAF 
production

 Prevent incentive arbitrage to keep SAF in Canada

 Harmonize domestic and international sustainability requirements 

 Continue with progress
 Build on recent successes

 Support SAF initiatives through C-SAF
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C-SAF will establish a platform for industry to work with 

government to advance SAF



Setting up C-SAF
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Members Structure Roles

Task Groups
Members volunteer to lead/participate

Sustainability, 
LCA and SOPs

Technology and 
Feedstock

Policy and 
Programs

Business Case 
and Financial

C-SAF

Sponsored by the Fuel Consortiums

Steering Council

Key Stakeholders from SAF Ecosystem

SAF ECOSYSTEM

• Develop partnerships
• Gain strategic insight
• Lead and influence
• Stay informed

Airlines, Airport, OEMs, 
Suppliers, Government, 
Technology, Feedstock, Intl 
partners

• Be the SAF Voice in Canada
• Promote SAF Awareness
• Government outreach

• Define SAF Strategy
• Catalyze SAF Ecosystem

• Pursue, assess and execute SAF 
deployment initiatives and 
roadmap

• Design SAF policies and solutions

Finalize Initial Membership Drive (~ 30 key stakeholders) and organization set-up 



C-SAF first actions

 Agree on current SAF state in Canada

 Discuss and review SAF Challenges/Opportunities

 Align on strategy, develop roadmaps and action plans

 Launch task groups and initiatives

 Formalize advocacy strategies and engage with government
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Develop and finalize Strategy/Roadmap in early 2022



C-SAF aims to be the go-to-place for SAF deployment in Canada

Industry working TOGETHER with government

to ADOPT a SAF strategy

to build a ROADMAP AND TASK GROUPS

to DESIGN and promote POLICY ideas

to DEPLOY and PROMOTE SAF in Canada 

SAF Ecosystem

 + 70 airlines members

 Airports

 Fuel refiners

 Technology providers

 Feedstock producers

 Aerospace manufacturers

 Academia

 Financial sector

 Government
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C-SAF is at the forefront of the aviation sector’s transition to net-zero.


